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ABSTRACT - Public Private Partnerships (PPP) have been used in the construction industry to deliver critical infrastructure projects in various sectors. PPPs' performance improvement is a current stakeholder concern due to numerous project failures. This research compares PPPs transport and health sector infrastructure in the United Kingdom and Ghana to produce a sustainable performance improvement model. The research aim is twofold: first, to develop an empirical performance improvement model for PPP best practice implementation for the UK and Ghanaian transport and health sectors. Secondly, it will examine and compare the UK and Ghanaian PPP transport and health sector stakeholders’ Critical Success Factors (CSF) and risks. A rigorous literature review on complex IPs was conducted into PPP transport and health sectors to identify stakeholders CSF and risks in infrastructure sector projects. Four (4) Delphi expert panels and statistical analysis will be used to identify the CSF and risks for successful implementation. The proposed research will establish valuable information for the public and private sectors’ stakeholder interests when investing in transport and health infrastructure projects through PPP in both the UK and Ghanaian construction industries.
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I. Introduction

A major problem facing developed and developing countries is inadequate and unreliable infrastructure projects (IPs) [1]. However, IPs demand worldwide has increased creating an IP funding gap of about $1 to 1.5 trillion yearly as of 2013 and this is predicted to continue until 2030 [2]. Furthermore, the universal financial crisis has put pressure on governments and institutions to invest in IPs to reduce the current IP investment gap. Inadequate and over age IPs are a critical problem in both developed and developing countries; two examples of which are the United Kingdom and Ghana [2]. Ghana, a developing nation, lacks adequate and reliable IPs to sustain its socio-economic development agenda [3]. Whereas the UK is faced with over aged IPs such as the 31,000-kilometre underground water pipes in London.

Recent studies have established that 50% of these underground pipes are older than 100 years [4]. IPs project performance in the Ghana construction industry (GCI) has also been a major cause of concern amongst industry stakeholders and most importantly the Ghanaian Government (GOG) [5]. Similarly, the UK construction industry IP performance also has a history of stakeholders’ disappointment [6]. As a result, various governments aiming to improve the process and project performance across IP’s sectors have initiated industry reports [7]. Additionally, public IPs over the years has have been delivered using the traditional procurement [8]. Traditional procurement has led to massive cost and time overruns especially in the construction industry (CI) due to fragmentation, litigation, short-term project delivery, lack of trust and, absence of collaboration [9]. Furthermore, traditional project performance assessment criteria are inefficient and incapable of capturing and managing current increasingly complex IPs [10]. Analysing the performance challenges from above literature, it can be suggested that identified problems in both countries are similar and require immediate intervention. In addition, the Ghana construction industry practice was derived from the UK construction industry [7], therefore providing the key rationale for choosing the UK and Ghana for this study.

II. Research Background

To address the issues identified, it is proposed that successful CI IPs implementation depends on an appropriate and suitable procurement approach [11]. An alternative to traditional procurement is Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) [8]. PPPs improve project stakeholders’ relationships and timeliness of engagement [12]. PPPs IPs performance assessment is now a topical issue among public and private sector stakeholders worldwide [13]. Also, there are increasing stakeholders interested in PPPs comparative study to understand PPP similarities, risk and difference in developing PPP from different countries and different IPs sectors for production of a holistic policy guideline [14]. There is no adequate PPP country institutional characteristics comparison and factor ranking for successful implementation between developed and developing countries [15]. In addition, there is a lack of PPP comprehensive comparative studies between...
developed and developing countries and their IP sectors [16]. Furthermore, various PPP studies have been conducted but none of these have examined IPs sectors stakeholders’ critical success factors (CSF) across different countries and sectors. In addition, existing studies on stakeholders’ CSF only address general differences in stakeholders’ CSF on PPP project implementation and the preparatory phase without considering PPP individual IPs sectors stakeholders CSF and risk management in detail [11]. PPP project management practice lacks empirical studies that seek to compare stakeholders interest and associated risk from different projects types or sectors. Even if there are some studies, they are not enough to evaluate individual projects or sector performance [17, 18].

PPP procurement systems lack holistic project risk management strategies based on IPs sectors and countries specifics, individual sector or project theoretical framework, project financial viability determinant model and appropriate procurement selection models [19]. There is no in-depth empirical case study or real-life projects and studies on processes that help improve risk management understanding in infrastructure projects. Furthermore, there no published studies that examine different projects or sector governance structures risk management influence that achieve different project outcomes [20]. There are also no comprehensive studies being done on particular projects or sector complexity and its impact on performance [21] creating a lack of knowledge in complex project management methods to deliver project objectives [22].

Advancing from the above gap in knowledge, the overall research aim is to produce PPP sustainable performance models; firstly, using empirical data to develop a performance improvement model for the UK and Ghana transport and health sector to produce best practice during implementation. Secondly, to use gathered empirical data to examine and compare PPP’s in the UK and Ghana transport and health sectors in relation to stakeholders’ critical success factors and risk, building on previous UK only work [55]. Again, stakeholders’ risks and interests will also be compared with each country sector characteristics. Continuing from the introduction, there follows a literature review in the context of PPP transport and health sectors that considers country, sectors, stakeholders risk and interest and procurement impact on performance. The paper then discusses a proposed research method and analysis. The final section presents proposed research outcomes, impacts and future directions for research.

III. Literature Review

Project management ensures that sustainable project objectives are achieved after project completion [23]. Global inadequate resources and increase in population, aging and deteriorating IPs demand sustainable IPs management [24]. The relationship between project management and sustainability performance is current research focus in CI for future project management improvement [25]. However, effort has been placed on sustainable performance indicators (SPI) that satisfy project objectives, characteristics, associated risks and realistic valuation process [24, 25]. Project sustainability performance enhances and promotes project value and benefits [23]. Sustainable IPs management results in a long term improvement in the CI as it involves various stakeholders with different interests, expectations and risks [26]. Stakeholder sustainability represents participation, involvement and management of key interests and risks. However, there is no guideline principles for assessing CI IPs country and sector performance [27]. Again, there is lack of knowledge for robust project performance improvement for decision makers [27]. Project performance can be realised throughout project implementation stages including financial, resources and skills, including, ideally, some ideologies or political considerations [28]. Unfortunately, project performance or success varies due to project contextual characteristics including contract or procurement used, project types and sector characteristics, stakeholder type and project funding and finance engagement [29]. In addition, PPP characteristics such as country, sectors, project, stakeholders and procurement type with holistic assessment can lead to sustainable PPP project performance [30]. Therefore, achieving sustainable performance in this research considers the associations between PPP IPs characteristics such country, sectors or project characteristics, stakeholders’ types and appropriate procurement characteristics to achieve performance in transport and health sector projects. Again, sustainability in this research refers to managing various stakeholders’ interests, expectations and risks in IPs life cycle performance indicates to achieve a common balance.

IV. Sustainable Performance Framework

PPPs IPs performance depends on country policy guidelines and institutional capacity [31]. IPs sectors are unique due to country and sector characteristics and requirements [32]. IPs performance requirements of individual sectors projects differ from sector to sector therefore requiring a different management approach [33]. However, proper policy guidelines and institutional establishments promote PPP implementation [34]. Arguably, PPPs implementation differs between different countries depending on country’s institutional frameworks [35] and country characteristics [34]. The goal is to identify countries and sectors broader strategies that fit these country and sector characteristics [13]. Project success evaluations processes and its measurement differ, reasons are that different projects or sectors consist of different characteristics, and hence there is a lack of a single or agreed processes and methods for measuring project success using the same Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) [11]. Project success factors vary from project to project based on the project purpose and stakeholders’ interests and risks [36]. Various IPs sectors have different risk issues with different stakeholder management processes [37]. PPPs procurement forms of project delivery systems involves various stakeholders, such as the traditional project delivery to achieve project objectives [38]. Project complexities, projects success, failure or poor performance can be associated with other
factors including stakeholder’s understanding of performance instead of the traditional performance characteristics [39]. Projects deliver stakeholder benefits which are the major drivers of project success. Therefore, achieving stakeholders’ objectives in determining project success cannot be underestimated [40]. Private and public sectors interests differ from project to project and from different authority to another authority [11]. Furthermore, IPs cannot be successfully delivered without identifying and managing project stakeholders interest and risk [41]. IPs failure or success can be attributed to the selection of wrong procurement method and continuous use of a traditional performance framework particularly for public sector contracts [42]. Project performance can be achieved when a suitable project delivery method has been identified that corresponds to a project or sector and meets detailed definitions of all stakeholders’ responsibilities [43]. Selection of procurement types is one of the key determinants of successful projects [28]. Project success can be achieved based on a holistic project management approach that addresses project-associated risk based on project sector characteristics. In addition, project success can be achieved when all potential success factors and risk has been well and adequately identified, measured and checked in all phases of project delivery process from project initiation to completion [44]. Unfortunately, present IPs performance measurement conceptualization is immature especially in relation to project types or it does not exist [17]. International CI IPs performance comparisons help improve different countries CI performance, capacity, productivity, growth, assessing size, stakeholders’ performance and reliable overseas direct investment [45]. Furthermore, it assists policymakers, practitioners and large stakeholders in their decision especially for IPs investment [45]. In addition, the global CI market competitions have encouraged stakeholders in PPP IPs to produce cross-country and cross-sector performance comparisons [46]. PPPs project country or sector performance variations can be associated with institutional capacities and political influence leading to stronger or weaker PPP policy [15]. PPPs IPs success and failure depends on country policy guidelines and institutional capacity [31]. Poor performance of PPPs IPs countries and sectors is due to lack of systematic mappings of country and sector characteristics [47]. Studies on PPPs performance lack adequate country and sector comparisons especially for developed and developing countries [15]. PPP comparative studies will enhance quality implementation and best practice. Studies have discovered that PPPs comparative assessment on countries improves best implementation policies and development of institutional capacity to uptake PPPs in various countries [14]. PPP policy guideline and institutional buildings promote successful PPP throughout the world [48]. Arguably, PPPs implementation has evolved differently based on country’s institutional capacity [49]. Similarly, governments have applied PPP differently to suite national development plan of individual countries [50]. Researching, developing performance indicators or benchmarks and learnings from other continent, countries and sectors are important for better understanding and improving project delivery to improve performance [27].

v. Research Method

The proposed research adopts a mixed methods approach underpinned by pragmatism philosophy where knowledge claims arise from actions, situations, and consequences [51]. In addition, this research further adopts an exploratory sequential method because there is no or inadequate or limited knowledge within a research problem. The proposed research process is grouped into three stages: (1) a Delphi panel approach, (2) a questionnaire survey and then (3) model development. A Delphi panel approach is mostly applied in decision making for predicting the future, formulating best practice and defining abstract perceptions of the problem [52, 54]. The Delphi panel approach processes are used to collectively gather consensus empirical information among groups of experts where there is little or inadequate information about a particular problem [53]. Expert panel formation will consist of identified stakeholder classifications from highways road transport and healthcare hospital building sectors in the CI from United Kingdom and Ghana. Selection of panel members will involve four (4) groups, one expert panel for each sector (Highways and Healthcare) and one for each country (UK and Ghana). The criteria for selecting panel members will be based on sector specialists with experience who are knowledgeable in both types of projects to supply or provide the necessary information. The role of these panel members is to confirm identified factors from literature or suggest additional factors that the literature review failed to capture for common agreement. Expert panel data gathering will focus on PPP transport and health country best practice, stakeholder’s interests, risks and procurement risk identified from the literature. Data gathering is to obtain expert common opinion to develop a pilot questionnaire to establish stakeholders ranking of groupings of stakeholders’ key risks, interests and country’s best practice measure. The data collection process will involve rounds of questionnaires managed either by interview, email or other available and convenient means till Delphi experts agreed on consensus opinion. Nvivo™ software will be used to analyse Delphi experts agreed consensus and quantitatively through the Delphi process analysis of the Likert scales of 1-5. The outcome then provides the data for the quantitative research. Data collection for quantitative analysis will adopt a pilot survey and a questionnaire survey as the primary source of data. The questionnaire data will be sourced from Delphi panel qualitative analysis. Questionnaire design and the pilot survey will be conducted to ensure suitability and comprehensibility in order to finalise the questionnaire. Accomplishing the research aim by comparing stakeholders’ interests and risks, respondents (stakeholders) will be requested to provide answers in order to rank country’s best practice factors, stakeholders’ interests and risks from the two sector projects on a Likert scale of 1-5. Data will be imported into SPSS software for analysis. Mean value analysis (MVA) and Factor Analysis (FA) or Principle Components Analysis (PCA) will be used to
calculate the comparative importance and explanation of respective stakeholders’ performance success factors and corresponding risk. This will provide the weightings for the factors in the model. Healthcare and transport stakeholders project performance improvement model will be based on the weightings provided from the analysis determined in questionnaire. The model for this research will use stakeholders’ critical success factors and risk factor will be built in Excel or an on-line application and then validated. The validation process will use the initial four Delphi groups to check that the model produces the expected results based on real life cases from those who formed the Delphi groups.

VI. Conclusions
Sustainable project performance enhances the achievement of project goals involving project value and benefits in the area of economic, environmental and social sustainability [29]. The overall outcome of this study is to produce sustainable performance model for transport and health sectors stakeholders. As indicated already, sustainability in this study represents IPs life cycle performance indicating economic, social and environmental indicators to develop transport and health sectors stakeholders project performance framework for the UK and Ghana. The proposed framework of this study seeks to produce will categorise all stakeholders towards improving stakeholder interest and risk management in CI to improve project performance and the existing gap within PPPs IPs stakeholder investment management studies. Furthermore, it will help clarify and prioritized what critical success factors and key challenges are, which will be used to evaluate stakeholder management performance and finally identify areas for further improvement. In addition, the outcome will produce PPPs implementation policy guidelines and institutional structures to promote successful PPP implementation for the UK and Ghanaian transport and health sectors and other developed and developing countries. This will improve best implementation policies and the development of institutional capacity to support uptake of PPPs.
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